In today's volatile business environments, collaboration between information systems, both within and across company borders, has become essential to success. An efficient supply chain, for example, requires the collaboration of distributed and heterogeneous systems of multiple companies. Developing such collaborative applications and building the supporting information systems poses several engineering challenges. A key challenge is to manage the ever-growing design complexity. In this article, we argue that software architecture should play a more prominent role in the development of collaborative applications. This can help to better manage design complexity by modularizing collaborations and separating concerns. State-of-the-art solutions, however, often lack proper abstractions for modeling collaborations at architectural level or do not reify these abstractions at detailed design and implementation level. Developers, on the other hand, rely on middleware, business process management, and Web services, techniques that mainly focus on low-level infrastructure.
INTRODUCTION
Adaptive collaborations between information systems have become an essential element in today's business environments. In modern supply chains, for example, companies rely on a multitude of systems. The arrival of a new order can no longer be handled by a single system, but requires complex collaborations among distributed and heterogeneous systems. In addition, the dynamic and unpredictable market is causing a constant change in supply-chain networks, requiring collaborations to be easily adapted to current market needs. One of the primary goals of information technology is to support the collaboration of information systems both within and across company borders [Hugos 2011; Simchi-Levi 2008] .
Collaborations can take place in different types of environments [Davidsson 2001 ]. Open environments, such as the Internet, provide high flexibility, but make it hard to predict the outcome of interactions or to establish mutual trust. Restricted environments take a more pragmatic approach [Petrie and Bussler 2008; Pezzini and Lheureux 2011] . The maintainer of the software deployed in such an environment puts restrictions on the participants. This allows to achieve the necessary stability and trust [Lesser 1998; Cunha 2009 ], while still allowing selected participants to join. In the domain of supply-chain management, third-party companies are providing such environments, by acting as trusted integrators [Rushton and Walker 2007] . Examples are 3PLs and 4PLs (third-party and fourth-party logistics providers), or companies like SupplyOn (www.supplyon.com) and GXS (www.gxs.com).
Developing collaborative applications, even in a restricted environment, and building the supporting information systems, is a complex task that poses several engineering challenges. These challenges include integrating and coordinating distributed and heterogeneous information systems. Although state-of-the-art addresses many challenges, several problems remain open. A key problem is to manage the ever-growing design complexity of collaborative applications.
In this article, we argue that software architecture should play a more prominent role in the development of collaborative applications. This can help to better manage design complexity by modularizing complex collaborations and separating concerns. State-ofthe-art solutions, however, often lack proper abstractions for modeling collaborations at architectural level or do not reify these abstractions at design and implementation level. Research on middleware, Business Process Management (BPM), and Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA), for example, has mainly focused on individual service interactions, isolated processes, and low-level infrastructure, while paying less attention to the problems of how services collaborate Pfadenhauer et al. 2005; Ma and Leymann 2009] . Research on role-based techniques, on the other hand, has primarily focussed on the conceptual level, leaving the link between conceptual modeling, software architecture, and implementation implicit [Ferber et al. 2009; . We can identify the following problems with state-of-the-art approaches.
(1) Lack of proper decomposition mechanisms. State-of-the-art approaches for business process modeling provide limited or no decomposition mechanisms [Erl 2005; Papazoglou 2008 ], which easily results in monolithic processes that address multiple concerns in a single model Tran et al. 2012] . In particular, most of the existing modeling languages address collaboration management at implementation level and do not provide good mechanisms to reason about collaboration management at a higher level of abstraction [Orriëns et al. 2003; Michlmayr et al. 2007] . Some languages for business process modeling, service orchestration, and choreography [Ma and Leymann 2009; Charfi and Müller 2010] do provide mechanisms to decompose service collaborations, but they are not integrated in the current technology stack.
(2) Focus on functional decomposition. State-of-the-art modeling techniques that provide decomposition mechanisms typically rely on the concept of subprocess or composite service [Ma and Leymann 2009; Schumm et al. 2011; OMG 2011] . The use of subprocesses and composite services leads to a functional decomposition [Erl 2005; Papazoglou 2008 ], which does not reify the underlying collaboration structures. In such a functional decomposition, interaction logic, participant behavior, and management are easily scattered across multiple processes and services. This hampers reasoning about collaborations and their qualities, such as reuse, modifiability, and timing constraints. (3) Missing reification of relevant abstractions in design and implementation. State-ofthe-art role-based approaches in object-oriented modeling [Herrmann 2007 ], agent organizations Dignum and Dignum 2011; Hübner et al. 2011] , and BPM [Ould 2005; Caetano et al. 2005] provide useful abstractions to model and modularize collaborations. These approaches, however, primarily focus on the conceptual level and are often hard to map to software architecture, design, or implementation. Most of these techniques require specialized tools and frameworks that are not easily integrated in mainstream software engineering.
To address these problems, we present Macodo 1,2 . Macodo provides architecturecentric support for developing adaptive service collaborations, focussing on service collaborations that take place in a restricted collaboration environment. Macodo consists of three complementary parts.
-Abstractions to model adaptive collaborations. The abstractions allow to modularize complex service collaborations and describe collaboration management, interactions, and participant behavior as separate concerns. -Architectural views. The Macodo architectural views, the core contribution of this article, reify the collaboration abstractions as architectural modeling elements. Architects can use the Macodo views to design, document, and reason about collaborations and their qualities in terms of common software elements 3 . Features include modularizing complex service collaborations, while preserving the underlying collaboration structures, and describing collaboration management, interactions, and participant behavior as separate concerns. By mapping collaboration abstractions to common software elements, Macodo provides a close integration with the current technology stack and mainstream software engineering.
-Proof-of-concept middleware support. The middleware provides a concrete platform to develop and implement collaborations that are designed in the architectural views. A proof-of-concept middleware architecture and prototype implementation show that Macodo can be integrated in the current technology stack, without the need for new standards.
The main contributions of this article, the architectural views, are evaluated in an empirical study. In this study, performed with a group of 67 final-year students of a Master in software engineering program, we compare Macodo with a reference approach to design service collaborations taking place in restricted environments. Results show that the use of Macodo can reduce fault density and design complexity, and improve reuse and productivity.
Overview
Section 2 provides required background information on middleware, BPM, SOA, and software architecture and introduces a supply-chain case that is used as running example throughout this article. In Section 3, we discuss state-of-the-art in service collaborations and pinpoint shortcomings of current approaches. Section 4 introduces the collaboration abstractions that provide the foundation for the Macodo architectural views. Section 5 presents the Macodo architectural views. Section 6 discusses the proof-of-concept middleware for Macodo and a prototype implementation. In Section 7, we report the empirical study of Macodo. Section 8 concludes with a reflection on the main contributions of this article and discusses opportunities for future work.
BACKGROUND
To understand the contributions of this article, some background on middleware, BPM, SOA, and software architecture is required. We start with a brief overview of middleware, BPM, and SOA and highlight some key Web service technologies. Next, we discuss what software architecture is and how it can be documented using architectural views. Finally, we introduce a supply-chain management case that we use to illustrate the concepts and contributions of this article.
Middleware, BPM, and SOA
Middleware offers programming abstractions with supporting infrastructure to facilitate the development of complex distributed systems [Linthicum 2000; Alonso et al. 2004] . These abstractions can hide low-level details of hardware, networks, and distribution, and provide developers access to functionality that they would otherwise have to implement from scratch. Enterprise Application Integration (EAI) extends conventional middleware and addresses the two main concerns of intra-enterprise integration:
(1) dealing with heterogeneity, and (2) defining, enacting, and managing the actual application integration and composition logic [Linthicum 2000 ]. Business Process Management (BPM) and Workflow Management (WfM) provide powerful mechanisms to define and execute integration and collaboration logic (e.g., in EAI) [van der Aalst et al. 2003; Ould 2005] .
Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) addresses several challenges related to integration and collaboration in distributed, but also open, environments [Erl 2005; Papazoglou 2008 ]. Key principles of SOA are service orchestration and choreography [Erl 2005] . Orchestration allows to combine or compose the functionality of multiple services. Choreography defines a "public" coordination or integration protocol between services of multiple enterprises. Orchestration and choreography are typically described using workflow-based languages and have revived the use of WfM and BPM. Web services can be seen as another extension to conventional middleware and EAI, providing the technology that allows companies to go from intra-enterprise integration to inter-enterprise integration [Alonso et al. 2004] .
Web Service Technologies
Web services are the most prominent technology stack to realize Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA). Technologies that belong to this stack are often labeled "WS-*". We highlight some prominent technologies that are used in the following sections.
Web Service. A Web service is a piece of software that exposes some functionality or service, and makes this functionality available through standard Web technologies [Alonso et al. 2004] . It has an interface described in a machine-processable format and other systems interact with the Web service as prescribed by its definition using SOAP-messages [Gudgin 2003 ].
WSDL. WSDL (Web Services Description Language) [Christensen et al. 2001 ] is an XML-based language to describe the interfaces of a Web service.The interface definition of a single Web service is called a portType. Many interactions, however, are bidirectional or have a conversational nature. This means that each interaction partner implements or realizes a Web service and uses the Web service of its partner. To describe such a conversational relation, an extension to WSDL is used, called partnerLinkType [OASIS 2007] . A partnerLinkType defines up to two roles, each linked to a specific portType. An interaction participant then implements one portType and uses the other.
WS-BPEL.
Web services can be implemented and exposed using many standard programming languages, but specialized languages, such as WS-BPEL, also exist. WS-BPEL (Business Process Execution Language for Web Services) [OASIS 2007 ] is an XML-based workflow language for Web services. It is one of the most prominent languages to define and execute service orchestrations and business processes involving Web services. A BPEL process is defined as a sequence of activities (the workflow) which can both use and expose Web services. The concrete interaction points with external entities (such as Web services) are called partnerLinks. A partnerLink corresponds to a specific partnerLinkType, defined in a WSDL definition. Once specified, BPEL processes can be deployed and executed on a BPEL engine (e.g., Apache ODE 4 ).
Software Architecture
Software architecture and its documentation play an important role throughout the lifecycle of complex software systems. The architecture of a software system can be defined as the essential structures, which comprise software elements, the externally visible properties of those elements, the relationships between them [Bass et al. 2003] , and the relationships with the environment [ISO/IEC 2007] . Software architecture is concerned with managing complexity through abstraction. Software architecture manifests the earliest set of design decisions and provides the main structures to realize both the required functionalities and quality attributes. Architecture documentation serves as a vehicle of communication for stakeholders to get mutual understanding about a system of their interest. The documentation of software architecture can range from informal sketches to formal notations and is typically structured as a set of views. A view is a representation of a set of system elements and the relationships associated with them [Bass et al. 2003; ISO/IEC 2007] . A view represents a specific perspective on the system with respect to particular concerns. Examples are the layered view, the deployment view, and the 4 + 1 views from Kruchten [1995] . Documenting an architecture is a matter of documenting the relevant views and then adding documentation that applies to more than one view [Clements et al. 2010] . Although no fixed set of views is appropriate for every system, there are three common views which allow architects to think about software systems in three different ways [Clements et al. 2010 ]:
-Module views allow to structure the system as a set of implementation units.
-Component-and-Connector (C&C) views allow to structure the system as a set of software elements that have runtime behavior and interactions. -Allocation views allow to relate the system to elements in its environment.
Each type of view introduces a set of architectural elements and relations between the elements. We briefly discuss the elements and relations of the module view and component & connector view that are used in the subsequent sections.
The main elements of a module view are modules. A module represents an implementation unit of software that provides a coherent set of responsibilities. The actual semantics of modules is only given when they are applied to a specific domain. Concrete examples of modules are a JAR (Java ARchive) file, an OSGi bundle file, a .NET DLL (Dynamic-Link Library file), or an XML specification of an implementation. Three typical types of relations between modules are "is part of" (defining a part/whole relationship), "depends on" (defining a dependency between modules), and "is a" (defining a generalization/specialization).
The elements of a Component & Connector (C&C) view are components and connectors. Components are the principal computation elements and data stores that execute in a system. Connectors represent runtime pathways of interaction between two or more components. Components and connectors can be composed of interconnected components themselves. Like modules, components and connectors get their semantics when applied to a concrete domain. Examples of components are an executing JavaBean, a running OSGi bundle, a running .NET component, or a BPEL process instance. Examples of common connectors are a persistent data structure, a message queue, a publish-subscribe infrastructure, a message bus, etc. Components have a set of ports (the interfaces of a component) through which they interact with other components via connectors. Connectors embody a protocol of interaction and have a set of connector roles (the interfaces of a connector). A connector role defines how a component can use the connector. Two typical relations in the C&C view are attachments and interface delegations. An attachment associates a component port with a connector role, which results in a graph of components and connectors. An interface delegation associates a component port or connector role with a component port or connector role of the "internal" sub-architecture of a component or connector. This allows to further refine the internal architecture of components and connectors.
One way to look at modules and components/connectors is to see modules as types and components and connectors as instances of these types. However, there is not always a one-to-one mapping of modules to components and connectors. Components and connectors represent runtime elements. Their implementation may be spread over multiple modules, or a single module can also translate to a set of components and connectors at runtime.
Supply-Chain Management: A Running Example
A supply chain consists of a network of companies, such as manufacturers, transporters, warehouses, and retailers, that collaborate to create a product flow from initial supplier to final customer [Chopra and Meindl 2007] . Managing a supply chain includes coordinating production, inventory, and transportation among supply-chain partners [Hugos 2011 ]. Most supply-chain companies lack the required knowledge, resources, and capabilities to manage a supply-chain on their own. They have to rely on third-party and fourth-party logistics providers (3PLs and 4PLs) [Rushton and Walker 2007] . 3PLs provide vertical supply-chain solutions, including warehousing, transportation, and other logistics activities. 4PLs operate horizontally across the supply chain, acting as integrators that assemble resources, capabilities, and services of different supply-chain partners and 3PLs [Christopher 2005] . A key role of a 4PL is to provide a managed collaboration environment that allows to integrate the information systems of all companies involved in the supply chain.
As a running example, we use a 4PL that has to support two types of supplychain scenarios, as shown in Figure 1 . Each scenario involves four companies (vendor, warehouse, retailer, and transporter) that have to collaborate . All communication between the companies passes through the 4PL using standard Web services. The first scenario uses a Vendor-Managed Inventory (VMI), where the vendor is responsible for managing the inventory. Products in the inventory, kept in an intermediate warehouse, remain property of the vendor until consumed, or called-off, by the retailer. The warehouse regularly reports inventory levels to the vendor (flow 1). Based on these inventory levels, the vendor replenishes the warehouse (flow 2). The retailer can call-off products from the warehouse (flow 3-4), after which it reports the consumption to the vendor (flow 5). The second scenario uses a Customer-Managed Inventory (CMI), where the customer manages its own inventory. Products in the inventory, kept in an intermediate warehouse, are already property of the retailer. The warehouse regularly reports inventory levels to the retailer (flow 1). The retailer can request a replenishment from the vendor (flow 2-3), and can call-off products from the warehouse (flow 4-5).
STATE-OF-THE-ART
The central contribution of this article is a set of architectural views that provide better mechanisms to decompose and modularize complex service collaborations. Therefore, we focus our discussion of state-of-the-art on approaches for decomposing and modularizing service collaborations. We can observe two main directions: process-based approaches and role-based approaches. Process-based approaches rely on middleware, BPM, and SOA to develop service collaborations. Role-based approaches use alternative abstractions, such as roles and organizations. For both directions, we discuss the state-of-the-art and use the running example to pinpoint shortcomings of existing approaches.
Process-Based Approaches
Business processes and workflows play a key role in engineering collaborative applications and are the foundation of several state-of-the-art techniques. In this section we discuss the most prominent research efforts based on business processes, such as subprocesses, aspect-based approaches, view-based approaches, and commitmentbased approaches. The selection of research work is based on their relevance to our work (i.e., the ability to engineer complex service collaborations) and the prominence within their research domains. Our particular focus is on how existing approaches allow to model, decompose, and modularize complex collaborations.
3.1.1. Subprocesses and Subworkflows. Subprocesses and subworkflows can be used to decompose business processes and workflows. A common approach is workflow or process "fragmentation" [Adams et al. 2006; Ma and Leymann 2009; Eberle et al. 2009] . A fragment is a reusable piece of process or workflow code, created from scratch or extracted from existing processes, that can be used to compose processes or workflows. Fragmentation can be done by hand or in a semi-automatic manner, in which a modeler is supported by a set of algorithms. Fragments can also be stored in shared libraries to be used for service composition [Schumm et al. 2011] . In current Web service standards these concepts have limited support. WS-BPEL [OASIS 2007 ] and WS-CDL [Kavantzas et al. 2005] do not provide any support for decomposition. BPMN [OMG 2011 ], a graphical language for business processes, supports subprocesses and sub-choreographies, which can be used as a visual aid to manage complexity (i.e., collapsing parts of a diagram) or to define reusable process or choreography definitions. Subprocesses have been studied in the context of WS-BPEL [Kloppmann et al. 2005; Trickovic 2005 ], but
have not yet found their way into the BPEL standard or execution platforms.
Subprocesses and subworkflows provide first-class concepts to decompose processes and workflows in terms of functionality. They do not, however, provide any concepts that reify the underlying collaboration structure. When applying these approaches to our running example, the 4PL can use these techniques to decompose each supply-chain collaboration into a set of (sub-)processes. Because of the functional decomposition and the lack of collaboration structure in the decomposition, responsibilities of participants, and even interactions, are easily scattered over multiple processes and services. This makes it hard to maintain or adapt such software. What we need are additional modeling concepts that allow to decompose collaborations while maintaining the underlying collaboration structure.
3.1.2. Aspect-Based Approaches. Aspect-Oriented Programming (AOP) is a well-known technique to support the separation of crosscutting concerns, by modularizing them in aspect modules [Kiczales et al. 1997 ]. These aspect modules can then be woven into existing code at specific "join points". Several authors advocate an aspect-oriented approach for Web service composition [Charfi and Mezini 2004; Courbis and Finkelstein 2004] . A prominent example is AO4BPEL [Charfi and Mezini 2007; Charfi and Müller 2010] , an aspect-oriented workflow language in which each BPEL activity is a possible join point. Supporting AO4BPEL at runtime requires the extension of existing BPEL engines. Like AspectJ, however, AO4BPEL focusses on modularization at implementation level and lacks high-level abstractions to structure the architecture of a system. Similar to subprocesses, applying aspect-based approaches to our running example results in a set of fragments or aspects that encapsulate functional parts of the collaboration. For example, we could have a base process for a call-off from the warehouse and an aspect encapsulating the functionality for consumption reporting. The aspect would then be triggered after a successful call-off. Although more modular then a monolithic process, such a decomposition fails to represent the underlying collaboration structures.
3.1.3. View-Based Approaches. View-based approaches rely on the concept of a process "view" to provide a better decomposition and modularization of business processes. These approaches allow focusing on a single business process or on cross-organizational collaborative workflows. In the context of cross-organizational workflows, views have been used to integrate existing workflows of different organizations, where organizations expose a view on their local or private workflow [Chiu et al. 2002; Chebbi et al. 2006] . Tran et al. [2007 Tran et al. [ , 2012 propose a view-based and model-driven approach for developing service-oriented architectures, called the View-based Modeling Framework (VbMF). They rely on a set of extensible views to describe business processes. Example are the orchestration view, focusing on the internal structures of a process, the collaboration view, focussing on the external services with which a process interacts, and the information view, focussing on the data exchanged by a process. Using model transformations, they can combine views and generate executable BPEL code.
Most view-based approaches do not directly decompose processes or collaborations. Instead, the description of processes is decomposed in different views, focussing on different aspects such as structure, external services, and data, making the documentation of a process more manageable.
3.1.4. Commitment-Based Approaches. Commitment-based approaches [Singh et al. 2009 ] provide an alternative to traditional process modeling, by treating interactions at the level of "business semantics" instead of messaging, using commitments. A commitment is a reification of a directed obligation [Singh 1999 ] and can be compared to a social norm used in multi-agent systems [Dignum 1999 ]. An example of a commitment is C (companyA, companyB, invoice Payed) , meaning, company A is committed to company B for paying the invoice. Commitments can be used to specify business protocols [Desai et al. 2007; Telang and Singh 2012] . Messages are given business meaning by specifying how they affect commitments. Amoeba [Desai et al. 2008 ] describes a methodology for using commitment-based protocols as building blocks to compose more complex business processes. Amoeba allows to specify how messages of one protocol effect the commitments in another protocol and constrain the order of messages between different protocols.
Applying a commitment-based approach to our running example would result in a specification in terms of commitments of each supply-chain partner and how each action affects these commitments. This specification, similar to a service choreography, can then be used by each supply-chain partner to implement their local business processes, compliant with this specification. As illustrated by this example, commitmentbased approaches are mainly concerned with the specification and validation of crossorganizational business processes. Although commitment-based approaches do bring more business meaning to the process definition, they still lack higher-level abstractions. Instead of composing at the level of individual messages, composition is done at the level of individual commitments. Metamodels based on commitments [Telang and Singh 2012] do introduce additional concepts, such as tasks and goals, but they still represent low-level concepts like individual business activities. What we need are high-level, but reusable, building blocks, such as behaviors and interactions, that can be composed into collaborations. These collaborations should easily translate into both implementation units (modules) and runtime software elements (components and connectors).
Role-Based Approaches
Role-based abstractions provide an interesting alternative to develop collaborative applications. Roles have a rich history in social science [Parsons 1956 ], organization theory [Carley and Gasser 1995; Pfeffer 1997] , and multi-agent systems [Demazeau and Costa 1996; Jennings 2000; Dignum 2009 ]. Roles are also recognized as an important modeling concept in object-oriented and conceptual modeling [Steimann 2000; Guizzardi 2005 ] and business process modeling [Ould 2005; Caetano et al. 2005] .
Nevertheless, the concept of role has not received the attention it deserves. Additionally, there is no consensus on the definition of roles or how they should be integrated in established modeling frameworks and mainstream programming languages [Steimann 2000; Guizzardi 2005; Herrmann 2007 ]. This section discusses a selection of the most relevant and prominent role-based techniques in BPM and multi-agent systems.
3.2.1. Roles in Business Process Management. Most BPM approaches rely on a procedural or data-oriented view of a process. Processes are described as activities and the data flows between them. This leads to a functional and often hierarchical decomposition, in which activities carried out by individual systems or people are scattered throughout one or more models. This makes it hard to abstract away from the details of the process, or to capture the interactions between systems or people who carry out the activities [Phalp et al. 1998; Caetano et al. 2005] . Ould [2005] calls for collaborationcentric BPM in which a collaboration is a primitive to model processes. BPM systems should support roles and mediate their interactions to make the intended collaboration happen.
A number of researchers have proposed role-based BPM techniques. Prominent examples are Role Interaction Nets [Singh and Rein 1992] (RIN), Role Activity Diagrams (RAD) [Ould 1995] , and Riva [Ould 2005 ], a BPM method based on RAD. RIN and RAD are modeling languages that have a formal underpinning and are based on organizational role theory. Key concepts in RIN and RAD are roles and interactions. In RIN, a "role interaction network" is composed of a set of roles. The behavior of each role is described as a set of interactions with itself and other roles. In RAD, a process is a coherent set of activities, carried out by a collaborating set of roles to achieve a goal. Roles define a responsibility within a process and are described as a set of actions and interactions with other roles. RAD is used to model an individual process. To combine processes, Riva relies on the notion of process interaction. When processes interact, at least one role is shared. Multiple processes are synchronized by shared states of the role.
When applying RAD or Riva to our running example, we can model the different parts of our scenarios (e.g., call-off and consumption reporting) as individual processes in terms of roles and interactions between these roles. To relate these processes, we can use process interactions. Riva, however, tries to avoid encapsulation or the concept of subprocess. Even with interacting processes, Riva assumes one is modeling the same process but just not showing everything, for example, only the shared roles and states. As a result, there is little focus on reuse. Another challenge is to translate RAD models to a concrete software architecture and implementation. Since the focus of RAD and Riva is on modeling, this translation is left to the developer.
Although roles provide an interesting concept to model processes, in current mainstream BPM, roles only play a minor part. In WS-BPEL [OASIS 2007] roles are used to distinguish the interfaces (or portTypes) defined in partnerLinkTypes. In BPMN [OMG 2011 ], a "PartnerRole" can be used to represent a participant in a collaboration (i.e., a message exchange between two or more processes) similar to roles in UML interaction diagrams. Lanes (or swim-lanes) can also be used to represent roles, but BPMN does not define their semantics, so they can be used at the designers' will [OMG 2011] . In WS-CDL [Kavantzas et al. 2005] , role types define the observable behavior of a party within a collaboration. Each behavior is defined as an interface. The choreography specifies the actual interaction. In most of these approaches roles are only used to name the endpoint of binary relationships and to identify participants in an interaction.
Roles in Multi-Agent Systems.
Organizations and roles are often used to study, design, and engineer Multi-Agent Systems (MASs). In its most general form, an organization can be seen as a cooperation pattern, or process, that constraints the actions and interactions of agents towards some purpose [Castelfranchi 1998 ]. In a more specific form, an organization can also refer to a collective entity with an explicit identity [Scott 2003 ]. Prominent agent methodologies have adopted organizations [Demazeau and Costa 1996; Zambonelli et al. 2003 ], logics and languages exist to describe agent organizations [Dignum and Dignum 2011; Hübner et al. 2011] , and several researchers have proposed metamodels to model MAS using organizations. Prominent examples are AGR (Agent/Group/Role) [Ferber and Gutknecht 1998 ], Electronic Institutions (EIs) [Esteva and Rodríguez-Aguilar 2001; Solaz et al. 2011] , Moise [Hannoun et al. 2000; Hübner 2010] , and OperA [Dignum et al. 2005] .
Many of these approaches rely on multiple dimensions or structures to describe organizations [Ferber et al. 2009 ]. Three common structures are:
-an organization or social structure that defines the organization in terms of roles and how roles relate; -a functional or interaction structure that describes the functional aspects of an organization (e.g., in terms of tasks, goals, or interactions); -a normative structure that defines the rights and obligations of agents in the organization.
These dimensions, however, often remain at a conceptual level, while it is unclear how they can be mapped to common software elements (e.g., modules, components, connectors). Some techniques provide runtime support Hübner et al. 2009; Schmitt et al. 2011 ], but mainly through specialized frameworks and tools.
To decompose the functional aspects of an organization, most organization models use scenes (e.g., Electronic Institutions and OperA) or goal decomposition trees (e.g., Moise). Little-Jil [Wise et al. 2000 ], a language for coordinating agents, uses a technique similar to goal decomposition trees. Scenes and goal decomposition trees are often combined with norms, which are social conventions on how agents should behave and interact with each other [Dignum 1999 ]. Scenes describe possible interactions between roles of an organization. They can be combined in a more complex structure that defines how an organization achieves it goals. This structure can be compared to a global workflow where individual scenes are subworkflows that describe individual interactions. Norms are used to define which scenes agents can or should execute [Esteva and Rodríguez-Aguilar 2001; Dignum et al. 2005] . The actual functionality of an organization is realized by agents executing scenes.
Goal decomposition trees focus on the division of tasks, in terms of goals and plans that are assigned to agents, roles, or groups. Interactions are not modeled explicitly, but are the results of one or multiple goals or tasks that make agents interact. Norms are used to define which goals agents can or should realize. A norm can read like "when an agent A: (1) 
is committed to a mission M that (2) includes a goal G, and (3) the mission's scheme is well-formed, and (4) the goal is feasible, then agent A is obliged to achieve the goal G before its deadline D" [Hübner 2010].
When applying a scene-based approach to our running example, we can model the different parts of our scenarios (e.g., call-off and consumption reporting) as different scenes. Using norms, we can then, for example, define that consumption reporting should take place after a call-off. Applying goal decomposition trees to our running example requires our scenarios to be translated into a set of goals and norms that define relations between these goals. For example, one goal can be to perform a call-off, which in turn obliges the agent to the goal of reporting the consumption.
Both scenes and goal decomposition trees, however, do not provide support to properly encapsulate the behaviors and interactions within an organization. Scenes do provide an abstraction for reusable interaction, but do not support encapsulation of individual behaviors, making them hard to reuse. Behavior of agents is partly defined 2:12 R. Haesevoets et al. by scenes, partly by scene transitions, and partly by normative rules. Goal decomposition trees lack proper concepts to model more complex behaviors as well as interactions as reusable units. Concrete behavior and interactions are the result of a set of complex norms that define which goals each role has to achieve. Although normative rules provide an expressive and fine-grained mechanism to control the behavior of agents [Hübner et al. 2011] , from an engineering perspective, designing norms and managing the vast amount of rules that are required to define a complex system poses some serious challenges.
ABSTRACTIONS FOR ADAPTIVE COLLABORATIONS
To support the development of collaborative applications at architectural level, we first need good modeling abstractions. This section presents the Macodo model, a set of rolebased abstractions to model collaborative applications. The model focusses on collaborations that take place in a restricted collaboration environment, managed by a trusted party, such as a 4PL. The Macodo model builds upon earlier research results [Weyns et al. 2010a; Haesevoets et al. 2010 ] and borrows concepts from object-oriented modeling [Steimann 2000; Guizzardi 2005 ], BPM [Ould 2005; Caetano et al. 2005] , and agent organizations [Dignum 2009 ]. An overview of the Macodo model is shown in Figure 2 . This section describes the key concepts of the Macodo model and illustrates them in the running example.
Actor
An actor is an entity that has access to the collaboration environment and is capable of participating in collaborations by playing roles. In a concrete system, actors can be business entities, software agents, services, or even people. For example, the concrete supply-chain partners are actors in the running example.
A collaboration is a controlled process, taking place in the collaboration environment, of a group of actors working together towards a set of goals. For example, each supplychain network in the running example can be modelled as a collaboration (Vmi Collaboration and Cmi Collaboration). A collaboration consists of a set of roles, representing the different actors and their responsibilities in the collaboration, and a set interactions between the actors of these roles. Collaborations are reusable and can be created and destroyed by the manager of the collaboration. For example, as the manager, a 4PL can create or destroy collaborations in the running example.
Role
A role is the embodiment of the participation of an actor in a collaboration that defines the actor's responsibilities in that participation. When an actor enters a collaboration, a new role is created. When the actor leaves the collaboration, the corresponding role is destroyed. Within the context of a role, an actor can execute behaviors and participate in interactions with other actors in the collaboration. For example, to define the responsibilities in our Vmi Collaboration and Cmi Collaboration, we can specify a set of roles, such as Vendor, Warehouse, Retailer, and Transporter.
Behavior
A behavior is a coherent unit of reusable functionality that is executed in the context of a role. A behavior is typically application specific and can encapsulate the execution of a task or the participation in an interaction. The latter is useful when the participation in an interaction is a complex task (e.g., following a complex protocol), or when a task involves participation and synchronization over multiple interactions (e.g., get data from role X using interaction A and pass it to role Y using interaction B). In our running example, the roles of our collaborations can be refined in terms of behaviors. For example, we can define a behavior Inventory Reporting Behavior for the Warehouse role to collect inventory levels and pass it to another role using an interaction.
Interaction
An interaction is a controlled exchange of information between the actors of a set of roles in a collaboration. An interaction can have an application-specific protocol. For example, to realize the required functionality in our supply-chain collaborations, we can define interactions such as the Inventory Reporting Interaction (to send inventory levels to interested parties), the Call-Off Interaction (to call-off products from a warehouse), and the Transport Interaction (to request a transport from a transporter).
Capability
A capability is the ability to correctly realize an application-specific functionality. Capabilities are provided by actors. Capabilities are used to describe the requirements to play a role, participate in an interaction, or execute a behavior. A role, for example, requires a specific set of capabilities to be played. Actors can only play those roles for which they provide the required capabilities. In our running example, a capability can be the ability to perform or realize a call-off, to organize a transport, etc.
MACODO ARCHITECTURAL VIEWS
The Macodo model provides abstractions to model collaborative applications. At architectural level, however, architects reason in terms of software elements. When reasoning about implementation units in a system, architects use modules, when reasoning about the runtime properties of a system, architects use components and connectors. To use the abstractions of the Macodo model at architectural level, we introduce the Macodo views. The Macodo views are domain-specific architectural views that map the abstractions from the Macodo model to common architectural elements and element relationships. These views allow to design, document, and reason about collaborations and their qualities in terms of software elements, while preserving the underlying collaboration structures.
In the Macodo views we use a one-on-one mapping of modules to components and connectors. Modules can then be seen as reusable types and components and connectors as instances of these types. There are three Macodo views, each taking a different perspective on the collaborations in a system.
-The collaboration view models reusable types of collaborations and their structure. The structure shows how collaborations are modularized and decomposed into reusable units (e.g., roles, behaviors, and interactions). -The collaboration & actor view models how collaborations are concretely used, that is, which concrete instances of collaborations are active in the system and which actor is playing which role. -The role & interaction view models how a collaboration works in detail (i.e., its internal architecture).
Since Macodo views are specializations of standard views (i.e., module view, component & connector view), they provide a close integration with existing architectural modeling techniques. In fact, architects need to combine Macodo views with traditional views to design and document the architecture of a complete system. The deployment of collaborations, for example, can be described using regular allocation views [Clements et al. 2010] . Table I provides an overview of how Macodo abstractions are mapped to architectural concepts in every view. Since each view takes a different perspective, not all abstractions are present in each view. To make the mapping more clear, we add the word "module", "component", or "connector" to the Macodo terms. When working within a specific view, we typically omit these additional words. For example, in the collaboration & actor view, a "collaboration" and "collaboration connector" refer to the same concept. The rest of this section discusses the Macodo views in detail and illustrates them in the running example.
Collaboration View
The collaboration view is a module view that models collaborations as reusable modules and how they are decomposed into reusable submodules (i.e., roles, interactions, and behaviors) (Figure 3) . Each module represents a reusable type of which concrete instances can be created. These instances can be modeled using the collaboration & actor view and the role & interaction view. The uses-relation [Bass et al. 2003 ] allows to express how a collaboration relies on roles, interactions, and behaviors. Capabilities, which define the requirements to play a role, participate in an interaction, or execute a behavior, translate to software interfaces of role modules, interaction modules, and behavior modules. More specifically, each capability defines a pair of interfaces ( Figure 4 ): a provider interface and a consumer interface. A module that requires (or consumes) a capability realizes the consumer interface and uses the provider interface. A module that provides a capability realizes the provider interface and uses the consumer interface. Capabilities allow to group, structure, and reuse the interfaces of roles, interactions, and behaviors.
Usage. The collaboration view is used to describe the collaborations in a system in terms of implementation units. The view promotes reuse, modularity, and modifiability, by decomposing collaborations into reusable modules. Architects can use this view to identify responsibilities of modules and to express and reason about commonalities and variations among modules.
Example. With the collaboration view, we can model the Vmi Collaboration and Cmi
Collaboration as reusable modules ( Figure 5 ). By modularizing these modules, we can also reuse submodules, such as the Warehouse Role and Transporter Role, and several interactions. In addition, the encapsulation of roles, behaviors, and interactions as separate modules improves the modifiability of a collaboration. We can, for example, alter the implementation of the Inventory Reporting Behavior without affecting the implementation of the Inventory Reporting Interaction.
Collaboration & Actor View
The collaboration & actor view is a component & connector view that models the actors in a system and the concrete collaboration instances between them. In this view, actors are represented as components, and collaborations as connectors (Figure 6 ). Actors have a set of ports (the runtime interfaces of a component) which correspond to a set of provided capabilities. The roles of a collaboration are mapped to connector roles (the runtime interfaces of a connector) which correspond to a required capability. The "plays" relation of the Macodo model is represented as an attachment between the port of an actor and a role of a collaboration. Since an actor can only play roles for which it provides the required capabilities, attachments are only valid if the port of the actor provides the capabilities required by the collaboration role.
Usage. The collaboration & actor view is used to describe the runtime architecture of a system in terms of actors and the collaborations between them. The view allows to assign responsibilities to actors while making abstraction of collaboration details. Architects can use this view to express and reason about runtime qualities of collaborations in terms of roles and actors, and to describe and document how collaborations and roles are created and destroyed.
Example. Using the collaboration & actor view, we can model concrete collaborations between actors, such as Local Foods Network, which is an instance of the Vmi Collaboration (Figure 7) . Each supply company is represented as an actor. Acme Logistics, for example, is a company playing the role of Transporter. Acme Logistics has a port that is attached to the corresponding role of the Local Foods Network. We can also use the collaboration & actor view to describe additional runtime qualities, by relating qualities or SLAs to specific actors and roles, such as defining a maximum delivery time for the Transporter role. These SLAs can be attached to the required capabilities of a role, making sure only actors that can deliver on time will play the role. 
Role & Interaction View
The role & interaction view is a component & connector view that models the internal runtime architecture of a collaboration in detail. This view allows to document the concrete role and interaction instances in a collaboration, the active behaviors of roles, and how roles delegate the participation in interactions to behaviors. In the role & interaction view (Figure 8 ), roles are represented as components 5 (shown as vertical lanes), interactions as connectors between roles (shown as horizontal lines), and behaviors as subcomponents of roles (shown as blocks within roles).
A behavior is always executed in the context of a specific role, giving the actor of the role access to the interfaces of the behavior. This is modeled by placing the behavior inside the role. For example, in Figure 8 , Role Y has two active behaviors (Behavior 1 and Behavior 2). Interactions have a set of connector roles, representing the runtime interfaces of the interaction. Roles have a set of interaction ports, representing the runtime interfaces to participate in interactions. When a role participates in an interaction, there is an attachment between an interaction port of the role and a connector role of the interaction. Connector roles that are attached to interaction ports are shown as small squares on the interactions. For example, in Figure 8 , interaction port A of Role X is attached to connector role A of Interaction 1, indicating that Role X participates in Interaction 1.
For every interaction in which a role participates, the corresponding interaction port can be delegated to the actor of the role (in which case the actor has direct access to the interaction), or to a behavior (in which case the behavior mediates the participation). To indicate that an interaction port is delegated to the actor, the interaction port is placed directly in the role. For example, interaction ports A, B, and D are delegated to the actor of the corresponding roles. To indicate that an interaction port is delegated to a behavior, the interaction port is placed in the behavior. For example, interaction port C is delegated to Behavior 2.
Usage. The role & interaction view is used to describe the runtime architecture of a collaboration in detail. The view allows to focus on the internal architecture and runtime qualities of a collaboration without considering how it is used in a specific system. The role & interaction view can also be used to document collaboration and role dynamics, and the internal specification of behaviors and interactions. Collaboration and role dynamics are documented in terms of possible interactions between roles, role lifecycles, and possible role states. Behaviors and interactions can be documented using notations such as BPMN or UML sequence diagrams. Complex behaviors and interactions can also be documented in separate views. (Figure 9 ). In the Vmi Collaboration, for example, we can document the possible interactions between the roles. The Inventory Reporting Interaction, for example, takes place between the Vmi Vendor, Warehouse, and Vmi Retailer role. In the Cmi Collaboration, the same interaction takes place between the between the Warehouse and Cmi Retailer role.
Example. With the role & interaction view we can model the internal runtime architecture of the Vmi Collaboration and Cmi Collaboration
We can also document the possible behaviors of roles. The Warehouse role, for example, has two behaviors. The Inventory Reporting Behavior collects inventory levels and passes them to the inventory reporting interaction. By separating the behavior from the interaction role, we separate two concerns: collection of inventory data, and distribution of inventory data. The Call-Off Fulfillment Behavior encapsulates the functionality to initiate a Transport Interaction to fulfill the call-off. Other behaviors encapsulate similar functionalities. The Call-Off Behavior of Retailer, for example, initiates a Consumption Reporting Interaction after a successful call-off.
The role & interaction view can also be used to model additional runtime qualities, such as throughput of interactions or robustness of behaviors. We can, for example, specify that the Call-Off Fulfillment Behavior should always reply to a Call-Off Interaction, even if the actor of the Warehouse role is not reacting.
PROOF-OF-CONCEPT MIDDLEWARE FOR MACODO
The Macodo abstractions and architectural views allow to model and document collaborative applications. Without proper support at downstream design and implementation level, however, the abstractions and views quickly become useless. In this section, we present a proof-of-concept middleware for Macodo. This middleware provides a platform to design and implement collaborative applications that are modeled in the Macodo architectural views. The platform supports the Macodo abstractions as programming abstractions by mapping them to existing Web service technology. A prototype implementation of the middleware shows that Macodo can be integrated in the current technology stack without the need for new standards. We start by mapping the Macodo architectural elements to existing Web service technology. This provides the foundation of the Macodo middleware. Next, we discuss how to implement, deploy, and use collaborations with the Macodo middleware. Finally, we give a brief overview of the middleware architecture and prototype implementation.
Middleware Mapping
Table II provides an overview of the mapping of the Macodo architectural elements to Web service technology. In this mapping, modules translate to XML and BPEL specifications. Capabilities are mapped to partnerLinkTypes, specified in WSDL, to define a set of "bidirectional" Web services. Providing and requiring a capability thus translates Figure 10 . Actor components communicate with interactions and behaviors using SOAP over HTTP, a standard way for Web services to communicate. The middleware uses the persistent data structures, containing the current collaborations and roles, to mediate the information flow between actors, interactions, and behaviors accordingly. Actor components can also use a management service, exposed as a Web service by the Macodo middleware.
Implementing Collaborations
The collaboration view (Section 5.1) allows to model collaborative applications in terms of implementation units or modules. With the Macodo middleware, each of these modules can be implemented using XML, WSDL, and WS-BPEL. Interactions and behaviors are specified by an XML file and an accompanying BPEL definition. Roles and collaborations are fully specified by an XML file. Capabilities are specified using WSDL.
Example. The Call-Off Behavior can be defined using an XML file and a BPEL definition. The BPEL definition (Figure 11 ) provides the specification of the actual behavior in the form of a workflow. Each activity is a step that should be performed when executing the behavior. The XML file defines an actor port (the component port to interact with the actor of the role) and the interaction ports of the behavior. Each port has a required or provided capability and maps to a corresponding partnerLink of the BPEL definition. The Vmi Retailer Role can be defined using only an XML file. This file defines the interaction ports, the possible behaviors, and which interaction ports are delegated to behaviors. 
Deploying and Using Collaborations
Once specified, collaboration modules can be loaded in the Macodo middleware. The management service of the middleware (see Figure 10) can then be used to register actors and to manage the lifecycle of concrete collaboration and role instances. After a role has been assigned to an actor, the actor can "play" the role. To play a role, an actor uses interactions and behaviors. The information flow between the actors, interactions, and behaviors is mediated by the middleware, which routes messages to the correct interactions, behaviors, and actors ( Figure 12) . Messages between the middleware and actors contain additional Macodo data, which uniquely identifies the role to which a message belongs.
Middleware Realization
A prototype implementation of the Macodo middleware was built using Java EE 6 and Open ESB
7 . An overview of the middleware architecture is given in Figure 13 . Interactions and behaviors are hosted in interaction and behavior containers. These containers, which are deployed on a separate BPEL engine, have three main responsibilities: configuring new interactions and behaviors, managing their lifecycle, and adding Macodo data to all outgoing messages 8 . To realize these responsibilities, the interaction and behavior containers use collaboration mediator components, which are responsible for mediating the interactions between actors, interactions, and behaviors, according to the current collaboration structure.
The collaboration manager components are responsible for managing collaborations and roles. They provide a management service which actors can use to register themselves, and to manage the lifecycle of roles and collaborations. To serve multiple clients in parallel, the collaboration manager and collaboration mediator components run as stateless session beans 9 on a Java EE server. Actors and middleware components interact using normal Web services. This allows to distribute and deploy actors and middleware components on different platforms. The collaboration manager and collaboration 8 The prototype implementation relies on the instrumentation of the BPEL definitions of interactions and behaviors. Instrumentation means that certain activities, such as service calls and variable assignments, are automatically added or weaved into an existing BPEL definition. Instead of explicitly hosting interactions and behaviors in a container, container logic is instrumented in the original BPEL definitions. The resulting instrumented BPEL definitions are directly deployed on a BPEL engine. 9 Session beans are objects inside a J2EE server that perform work for clients of the server. Session beans can be exposed as a Web service to clients. A session bean is similar to an interactive session and can only have one client at a time. To serve multiple clients in parallel, session beans can be replicated. In contrast to a stateful session bean, a stateless session bean does not maintain a conversational state for a particular client. mediator components use a set of shared data repositories to store data, communicate, and synchronize their actions. This simplifies synchronization, and allows to replicate and deploy middleware services on multiple servers to improve performance and increase availability.
EVALUATION: A CONTROLLED EXPERIMENT
We have presented a model, a set of architectural views, and a proof-of-concept middleware for Macodo. An important question that remains is whether Macodo does improve the development of collaborative applications. To answer this question, we performed an empirical study of Macodo. The goal of the empirical study is to address the following research questions. Do the architectural modeling abstractions provided by Macodo: (1) reduce fault density, (2) reduce design complexity, (3) increase the level of reuse, and (4) increase productivity, when designing centrally managed service collaborations?
As reference approach, we use standard SOA design principles and technologies. This reference approach consists of WSDL for Web service description, SOAP for Web service messaging and interaction, UDDI for Web service registry and discovery, WS-BPEL for describing and executing business processes, and BPMN for conceptual modeling of business processes. There are several arguments to motivate this selection as a fair point of reference.
-Each of the selected principles and technologies is considered the de facto standard in their domain [Alonso et al. 2004; Erl 2005; Papazoglou 2008 ]. -The reference approach not only represents the de facto standard, it also represents the current way of thinking in these domains. Most state-of-the-art techniques build upon these technologies and paradigms [Ma and Leymann 2009; Eberle et al. 2009; Tran et al. 2012 ]. -The selected technologies and principles provide a stable basis for comparison that can be used by other researchers in their evaluation. -Many evaluations, including the one presented in this section, are realized as "classroom" experiments, where students have to learn the techniques used in the experiments. The reference approach allows students to learn relevant current techniques.
An alternative would be to select a more recent or novel approach as reference. However, this would make it hard to assess whether this approach is a good representative of the domain and state-of-the-art in general. In addition, the available material and tools for such approaches tend to be too limited to perform a complete evaluation. The empirical study is based on an extensive pilot study 10 of Macodo. The objects of the empirical study are Macodo and the reference approach. The subjects are 67 finalyear students of a Master in software engineering program from a university in Sweden and two universities in Ukraine. The study takes place as part of a nine-week master course on Web services. The course is split into two parts of five and four weeks (Figure 14) . In part I, students are educated on BPM, Web services, and SOA, which fully covers the reference approach. In part II, students are educated on advanced techniques for Web services, which includes Macodo. The experiment itself is split into two sessions. In each session (of three hours), subjects receive an assignment to create (using pen and paper) a design (architecture + detailed design) of a system that supports a set of service collaborations, using a specific approach. The experiment is conducted as a block subject-object quasi-experiment. Blocked subject-object means that each subject receives both treatments (the reference approach and Macodo). This allows paired comparison of samples. The experiment is a quasi-experiment [Campbell and Stanley 1963] because it is performed on a single group and there is no randomization of the order in which the treatments are applied to the subjects.
The rest of this section discusses the assignments, hypotheses, sample response, measures, analysis, discussion, threats to validity, and conclusions. All the material of the complete study can be found in Haesevoets and Weyns [2012] .
Assignments
In each experiment session, subjects receive an assignment to complete within three hours. An assignment is a small project in which subjects are asked to create a design for a system that supports a number of centrally managed collaborations between a set of external entities. Communication between the entities and the system is done using predefined Web services. The system can be seen as a platform that realizes service orchestrations according to a set of predefined collaboration types. Collaborations can be dynamically instantiated between different entities.
We use two different assignments (A and B) with equal complexity and required functionality. Having multiple assignments allows to have subjects solve a different assignment in multiple experiment sessions. Assignment A is based on an eHealth case in which different health care providers have to collaborate on different types of hospital floors. An extract of assignment A can be found in Appendix A. Assignment B involves a set of automated production lines in a manufacturing company, where different resources have to collaborate to manufacture a specific product type. Each type of hospital floor, and each type of production line, is a collaboration type to be supported.
Both assignments have a requirements document, which has the following elements: (1) a short problem description; (2) a set of functional scenarios to be supported, in terms of interactions between the external Web services; and (3) a set of predefined Web services (parnterLinkTypes) that allow the external entities to interact with the system (CFC) [Cardoso 2006 ] also takes splits, joins, loops, ending points, and starting points into account. Level of Reuse. We use a measure proposed by Frakes and Terry [1996] . A module is considered reused only if it is used by more than one other procedure or module [Frakes and Terry 1996] . 
AC per function point
Productivity. Productivity is defined as the amount of functionality that developers can design per time unit. We measure productivity as follows [Fenton and Pfleeger 1998] .
productivity =
# supported function points time spend on design (13)
Sample Response
Before presenting the actual analysis of the results, we briefly discuss a typical, representative response to the assignments. Appendix B shows the (uncorrected) architecture and detailed design (using the simplified process notation) of subject x for assignment A using the reference approach ( Figure 17 and Figure 18 ) and for assignment B using Macodo (Figure 19 and Figure 20) . When using the reference approach, the subject modularizes the system into two processes: MainProcess and GeneralPartOfReportInteractionProcess (Figure 17 ). These processes can interact with each other, a set of external partners (Nurse, Head Nurse, Doctor on Call, and Doctor), and a service repository (Repository). Although the assignment requires specific types of collaborations to be supported, the decomposition of the processes is practically random and lacks any underlying collaboration structure. MainProcess handles most of the functionality and GeneralPartOfReportInteractionProcess only handles a small nonreusable part. None of the two processes can be considered reused. As a result, the detailed design of the MainProcess becomes complex (given the relatively simple assignment) and prone to faults.
When using Macodo, the subject modularizes the system into three types of collaborations: Basic Line, Normal Line, and Priority Line (Figure 19 ). These collaborations have a clear mapping to the collaborations required by the assignment. The collaborations are further decomposed into interactions (Product Interaction, Direct Product Interaction, and Dispatch Interaction) and behaviors (Behavior 1). Several of these interactions and behaviors are reused across the different types of collaborations. Due to the high level of modularity, the detailed design of each interaction and behavior ( Figure 20 ) becomes a lot less complex, which reduces the chance for faults.
Analysis
In total, 52 subjects provided usable data for paired comparison 12 of fault density, complexity, and reuse, and 42 subjects provided usable data for paired comparison The table also provides the number of subjects that performed better, equal, or worse for Macodo.
of productivity. Table III and Figure 15 describe the measurements for all dependent variables, and the paired difference between the treatments. The paired difference Z i is defined as
M i and R i are the measurements of subject i for, respectively, Macodo and the reference approach; n is the number of subjects that produced usable data for both treatments. Table III also provides the number of subjects that performed better, equal, or worse for Macodo. To select the proper statistical test for our hypotheses, we compared the distribution of Z i for each dependent variable with the standard normal distribution, using the Anderson-Darling test [Gibbons and Wolfe 2003] . With a significance level (α) of 0.05, we can accept Z i to be normally distributed only for the dependent variables "AC per function point", and "productivity". Based on this assumption, we use the paired t-test [Wohlin et al. 2000 ] to test our hypotheses for "AC per function point", and "productivity", and the Wilcoxon signed-rank test [Hollander and Wolfe 1999 ] to test our hypotheses for the other dependent variables. This results in the following p-values for our hypotheses. Wilcoxon signed-rank test Productivity 1.16 × 10 −11 paired-t test With a significance (α) of 0.05, every null hypothesis is rejected.
Discussion
The descriptive analysis shows that there is a clear improvement for each dependent variable between experiment session I, in which subjects used the reference approach, and experiment session II, in which subjects used Macodo. This is confirmed by the statistical tests, which reject all four null hypotheses with a significance level (α) of 0.05.
There are several explanations for these improvements. Macodo allows to better modularize design, as illustrated in the example response. On average, there are almost double the amount of modules per supported function point for Macodo (0.0812), compared to the reference approach (0.0476). In combination with a better separation of concerns and the use of higher-level abstractions, this can reduce the design complexity. This reduction in complexity has a clear affect on the fault density. Modularization not only affects complexity, it also improves reuse and productivity. In fact, for the reference approach, only two subjects have any form of reuse, while for Macodo only two subjects have no reuse. Abstractions provided by the reference approach, such as subprocess or composite service, are not well suited to model reusable collaborations. Macodo, however, provides explicit collaboration concepts, and capabilities allow interaction and behaviors to be easily reused in different collaboration and role types.
We can also compare the effort required to learn and use Macodo to the effort required to learn and use the reference approach. Subjects had five weeks to learn the reference approach and four weeks to learn Macodo from scratch. The results underpin that Macodo can be learned in a reasonable amount of time, leading to a clear improvement in developer productivity.
Threats to Validity
The design of the experiment introduces some threats to validity [Cook and Stanley 1979; Wohlin et al. 2000] . We briefly discuss the main threats.
7.7.1. Threats to Construct Validity. Fault density and complexity are measured in terms of individual modules. Wiring of different modules, for example, is not accounted for. To avoid bias of subjects towards treatments, subjects never have any direct contact with the main author of Macodo, and students are not aware of the experiment. In addition, experiment sessions are executed by external instructors, and students are graded (and aware of this) on both experiment sessions equally. 7.7.2. Threats to Internal Validity. For all subjects, the effect of the first treatment (reference approach) is observed in experiment session I (week 5), and the effect of the second treatment (Macodo) is observed in experiment session II (week 9). This introduces three potential threats.
Increased Understanding. A subject's understanding of certain concepts can increase between the first and the second observation. In each experiment session, subjects have to create an architectural design and a detailed design of individual modules/processes. This threat mainly affects the detailed design, for which subjects use the same standard process notation in both experiment sessions. The architectural design is less affected, since subjects use different techniques in each experiment session. As a result, it is mainly fault density and possibly productivity that are affected by this threat, since the level of reuse and the complexity per module are largely determined in the architectural design and the decomposition of the system into individual processes. To reduce this threat, the students have five weeks to learn the process notation before the first experiment session. They are asked to fully master this notation and are aware that they will be graded on it. After the first experiment session, the course considers the notation to be known and no longer spends any time on it, limiting additional learning effects.
Maturing. Subjects can mature between the two observations, for example, by taking the experiment more seriously. This threat is reduced by keeping the subjects unaware of the experiment (during the experiment), but aware that they will be graded on each experiment session.
Learning the Type of Questioning. Subjects can learn the type of questioning, making them better prepared in the second experiment session. To reduce this threat, we use a home assignment for each part of the course. This home assignment uses the same questioning as the actual experiment assignments. The home assignment serves as a "dry run" and allows subjects to get acquainted with the way the assignments work. By using the same home assignment twice, subjects are less likely to get any additional insights related to the assignments between the two observations. 7.7.3. Threats to External Validity and Conclusion Validity. We use final-year students of a Master in software engineering program as subjects for our study. Although these students do not represent expert software engineers, they are the next generation of software professionals and are relatively close to the population of interest [Kitchenham et al. 2002] .
The experiment relies on a set of two assignments. To avoid a bias towards Macodo, the assignments were reviewed by two independent course instructors.
In addition, we made a number of decisions out of practical necessity that should be taken into account when generalizing our findings: -using pen and paper to write down designs; -allowing subjects to make certain assumptions about the systems and their context; -using a simplified notation for process definitions; -using predefined Web services to define external entities.
Conclusions of Study
Given the practical constraints, the experiment was designed as a quasi-experiment. Taking potential threats to validity into account, the results give a strong indication that, within the restrictions of the experiment, Macodo provides a significant improvement over the reference approach in terms of fault density, design complexity, level of reuse, and productivity.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this article, we argued that software architecture should play a more prominent role in the development of collaborative applications. This can help to better manage design complexity by modularizing complex collaborations and separating concerns. State-ofthe-art solutions do not provide proper support to model collaborations at architectural level, or do not reify architectural abstractions at downstream design and implementation level. To address these problems, we presented Macodo. Macodo supports the development of collaborative applications at architectural level by introducing a model, a set of views, and a proof-of-concept middleware. The Macodo model introduces abstractions to decompose complex collaborations into reusable units. The Macodo architectural views reify the Macodo modeling abstractions at architectural level and allow to design, document, and reason about collaborations and their qualities in terms of software elements. The Macodo middleware provides a proof-of-concept platform to implement collaborations defined using the Macodo architectural views. The evaluation of Macodo, an extensive empirical study, shows that Macodo can indeed improve the architectural support for developing collaborative applications. This improvement is evident from a reduction in fault density and design complexity, and an increase in reuse and productivity.
A number of challenges remain to be solved in order to provide complete architecturecentric support for developing collaborative applications. A key challenge is a better integration of Macodo with existing development techniques and methodologies. Other challenges relate to the current limitations of Macodo. Macodo focusses on service collaborations that take place in a restricted collaboration environment, managed by a trusted third party. This excludes collaborative applications where there can be no central control or with an explicit need for decentralization. The middleware infrastructure presented in this article is intended as a proof-of-concept for Macodo. An essential step in providing complete architecture-centric support is to build a mature middleware infrastructure that fully supports Macodo and its features. Finally, an important trade-off of Macodo is that developers need to learn Macodo, the abstractions, the views, and the middleware. This can steepen the learning curve of Macodo. From the empirical study, however, it is clear that the Macodo basics can be learned in a reasonable amount of time. The platform has to support multiple hospital floors of each type at the same time. For each hospital floor it supports, the platform has to interact with 1 Nurse, 1 Head Nurse, 1 Doctor on Call, and 1 Doctor. The responsibility of the platform can be summarized as follows: when a Nurse sends an alarm to the platform, the platform starts and orchestrates an Alarm Interaction or a Fast Alarm Interaction, depending on the type of hospital floor, with the other healthcare providers of the hospital floor.
If the floor is Normal or Emergency, the platform automatically starts the Report Interaction after the Alarm Interaction (if the Head Nurse confirmed) or Fast Alarm Interaction. If the floor is Basic, the Doctor on Call can send a report to the platform at any time, and the platform starts the Report Interaction.
To realize this orchestration, the platform has access to a repository containing all information on the hospital floors and the involved healthcare providers. This repository can be used to get the other healthcare providers of a hospital floor and to find out the type of hospital floor. Fig. 18 . Part of subject x's detailed design (Main Process) for assignment B, using the reference approach. Note that the subject uses the simplified notation. Each swim-lane represents an external partner of the process. Placing a send or receive activity in such a lane means the activity sends to or receives from the corresponding partner.
B. SAMPLE RESPONSE

